Schedule of the project presentations

The duration of each presentation is:

- 7 min if you are alone
- 10 min for groups of two
- 13 min for groups of three

All presentations will be followed by 5 min of questions, whatever the number of people presenting.

Thursday June 2nd:

9:15 : Murali KARNAM, Ciwan CEYLAN
9:32 : Eliot FERRAGNI, Loïc GROSSEN, Dan KOSKENNIEMI
9:52 : Camille LECHOT, Jérémy HELD
10:09 : Alberto ARRIGHI, Ilaria LAUZANA, Ludovico NOVELLI
10:29 : Youngjoo SEO
10:43 : Daniel TARRANT, Adrien BOUTROU

Friday June 3rd:

10:15 : Luc ZENG, Prakhar AGRAWA, Martin HALLEN
10:35 : Amr ARBANI
10:49 : Arnaud WALD, Brice PLATERRIER, Lucas FRIC
11:09 : Yingzhao LIAN, Oskar STATTIN
11:26 : Arnaud ROBERT, Kamil BENNANI